We describe quantum particles and classical particles in terms of a classical statistical ensemble, characterized by a probability distribution in phase space. By use of a wave function in phase space both can equivalently be treated in the quantum formalism. Quantum particles are characterized by a specific choice of observables and time evolution of the probability density. All relations for a quantum particle in a potential, including interference and tunneling, can then be described in terms of the classical probability distribution. We formulate the concept of zwitters -particles for which the time evolution interpolates between quantum and classical particles. Experiments can test a small parameter which quantifies the possible deviations from quantum mechanics. Quantum particles can be described by classical statistics [1] . This may be viewed as a generalization of the embedding of quantum statistics in classical statistics [2] for the limit of infinitely many states or observables with continuous spectrum. On the other hand, the quantum formalism can be used for classical particles by introducing a real classical wave function in phase space [1] . The conceptual unification of quantum and classical particles permits a continuous interpolation between both ends. Zwitters are particles whose behavior is neither completely quantum nor completely classical. Experimental tests have to quantify how well quantum mechanics is obeyed by establishing bounds on a small parameter for possible deviations.
Quantum particles can be described by classical statistics [1] . This may be viewed as a generalization of the embedding of quantum statistics in classical statistics [2] for the limit of infinitely many states or observables with continuous spectrum. On the other hand, the quantum formalism can be used for classical particles by introducing a real classical wave function in phase space [1] . The conceptual unification of quantum and classical particles permits a continuous interpolation between both ends. Zwitters are particles whose behavior is neither completely quantum nor completely classical. Experimental tests have to quantify how well quantum mechanics is obeyed by establishing bounds on a small parameter for possible deviations.
The description of quantum particles by classical probabilities may at first sight look surprising, since it seems to violate several theorems. We argue that both for classical statistics and quantum physics the outcome of several sequential or simultaneous measurements should be predicted by conditional correlation functions. Those can violate Bell's inequalities [3] , in contrast to classical correlation functions [4] . Actually, classical correlations are not defined for the observables which describe position and momentum for quantum particles -we deal with incomplete statistics [5] . Contradictions with the Kochen-Specker theorem [6] are avoided [2] by the use of probabilistic observables [2] , [7] . In the present note the demonstration that no inconsistencies arise is simple: we explicitely construct all correlation functions for a quantum particle, including their time evolution, in terms of a classical probability distribution. Quantum particles are distinguished from classical particles by the use of different observables, and by a different time evolution of the probability density. For different connections between quantum and classical aspects see ref. [8] .
Our starting point is the probability distribution in phase space, w(z, p), for a classical particle. It obeys the usual rules for classical probabilities
The expectation values for arbitrary functions F (z, p) of the classical position z and momentum p obtain as
For a particle in a potential V (z) the classical time evolution of w obeys the Liouville equation
(Scalar products between vectors are always assumed.) By modifying the evolution equation and introducing new types of position and momentum observables we will see that the probability density (1) can describe all aspects of a quantum particle. It is useful to recast the probabilistic description of a particle into the quantum formalism, which can be used for classical and quantum particles as well as zwitters. An important concept is the real classical wave function ψ C (z, p), obeying
This resembles the Hilbert space formulation of classical mechanics by Koopman [9] . However, ψ C = s √ w is here a real function which is computable from w. The sign function s = ±1 is essentially fixed by continuity properties [1] . The classical time evolution of ψ C follows from a type of Schrödinger equation equivalent to eq. (3),
We can now employ the usual formalism of quantum mechanics by choosing commuting operators X cl and P cl for classical position and momentum. In the phase space basis they are represented by z and p, and eq. (2) is expressed by the standard quantum formalism
For classical particles eqs. (4)- (6) amount to a simple reformulation.
As a first step towards a quantum particle we employ quantum observables and operators for position and momentum
They differ from the classical operators and obey the commutation relation of quantum mechanics
similar to the Bopp operators in the context of Wigner functions. The expectation values of quantum observables are computed in terms of the classical probability distribution through the quantum expression
The order of operators now matters. We postulate that the outcome of measurements of X Q and P Q is related to F (X Q , P Q ) by the standard rule of the quantum formalism. For example, the dispersion of a position measurement is ∆
This postulate can ultimately be derived from a "microphysical ensemble" where X Q and P Q appear as classical observables with definite values for every state [1, 2] . Eq. (9) finds a non-linear expression [1] in terms of the probability density w(z, p) and its derivatives with respect to z and p, such that no information beyond w(z, p) is needed for the computation of F (X Q , P Q ) .
One can introduce the "quantum transform" of the probability density w(z, p) by employing the classical wave function ψ C ,
In terms ofρ w the totally symmetrized products of quantum observables obey a relation similar to eq. (2)
However,ρ w can now be negative in certain regions of phase space and is therefore no longer a classical probability density. Eq. (11) is the quantum rule for the symmetrized correlation functions of a quantum particle whose state is uniquely characterized by the Wigner function [10, 11] ρ w (z, p). For arbitrary quantum states one can find one or several classical probability distributions w(z, p) such that the quantum transform (10) yieldsρ w (z, p) [1] . This constitutes an explicit construction of a classical probability density from which the expectation values for quantum observables (7) can be computed according to eq. (9), such that they coincide with the ones for a quantum particle (11) in a state given by the associatedρ w (10). Our second step modifies the classical time evolution of the probability density (3) by a new fundamental nonlinear evolution equation
This is an ordinary real first order and non-stochastic differential equation. For free particles or a harmonic potential L W coincides withL, while for unharmonic potentials higher order momentum derivatives appear. The difference between L W andL vanishes in the classical limit → 0. For the associated evolution of the classical wave function one replaces in eq. (5
Since
, the time evolution describes a rotation of the real unit vector ψ C and therefore preserves the positivity and normalization of w by virtue of eq. (4) . Using the definition (10) one can infer from eq. (12) or (13) thatρ w obeys the same time evolution as ψ C , i ∂ tρw = H Wρw . This is the standard time evolution of the Wigner function for a quantum particle in a potential V . All predictions for expectation values (11) and their time evolution are therefore identical to quantum mechanics. This establishes that quantum particles in an arbitrary potential can be described in terms of a classical probability distribution in phase space. For a suitable choice of w at some initial time t 0 the time evolution is such that the quantum interference pattern in a double slit experiment arises if the measurements of the location of the particle correspond to the quantum observable X Q . The probability of finding the particle at the quantum position z is given by pρ w (z, p), while for the classical positionρ w is replaced by w.
In particular, pure quantum states are accounted for by classical probability distributions obeying the factorization property
Here ψ Q (x) is the usual complex Schrödinger wave function for the quantum particle, obeying the Schrödinger equation
. (15) For pure quantum states the classical wave function equals the Wigner-transform of the quantum density matrix
. The quantum particle can be understood as a "coarse graining" of the classical probability distribution. We may change the basis for the classical wave function by a Fourier transform with respect to p,
and introduce the classical density matrix
The quantum density matrix obtains by "integrating out" the y-coordinate or "performing a subtrace"
The Wigner transform of the "coarse grained density ma-
equals the quantum transform in eq. (10) . One may verify that ρ Q (x, x ′ ) obeys all laws for the quantum density matrix if we choose the time evolution (12) . In particular, for a pure state density matrix both the modulus and the phase of the complex quantum wave function can be computed from the real classical wave function and thus from the probability distribution. All the information necessary for the computation of expectation values of quantum observables and their quantum correlations is still available on the coarse grained level. (In the (x, y)-representation one has X Q = x, P Q = −i ∂ x .) In contrast, information necessary for the expectation values of classical observables and classical correlations may be lost by the coarse graining -the expectation values (6) cannot be expressed in terms of ρ Q (x, x ′ ) orρ w (z, p) alone. An exception are pure quantum states for which the expectation values and correlations for classical observables are uniquely determined by the quantum density matrix [1] .
The concept of zwitters arises from the possibility to interpolate between the quantum and classical Hamiltonians H W and H L . One of the possible interpolations considers a time evolution of ψ C with zwitter-Hamiltonian H γ
The quantum particle obtains for γ = 0, while the classical particle is described by the other limit γ = π/2. Zwitters obtain for intermediate values of γ. The consistent definition of zwitters constitutes perhaps the most striking evidence that there is no conceptual jump between quantum and classical particles. The description of a particle is consistent for arbitrary values of γ. It becomes therefore an experimental issue to quantify how well quantum mechanics is obeyed by putting limits on γ. For example, nonzero γ will modify atomic spectra and the interference pattern in a double slit experiment. For single well isolated atoms we expect strong bounds on γ. The situation is less obvious if a large number of atoms is described by a single wave function for a "collective particle", as for the case of a Bose-Einstein condensate. In this case it is conceivable that nonzero γ can be found for an effective description. We do not expect γ to be a universal number. This parameter may rather depend on the given setting for which the notion of a particle is realized.
Also a lack of complete isolation or coherence may be accounted for by nonzero γ. The unitary time evolution of quantum mechanics is guaranteed only for γ = 0. In contrast, the evolution of the classical wave function remains unitary for arbitrary γ. For γ = 0 the coarse graining may violate the unitarity of the time evolution of the coarse grained density matrix (18) and account for phenomena as decoherence [12] , or the opposite syncoherence [2] , and an increasing or decreasing effective entropy for the coarse grained subsystem.
For a quantum particle one has [H Q , H W ] = 0 such that H Q = P 2 Q /2m+V (X Q ) plays the role of a conserved energy, similar to the classical energy H cl = P 2 cl /2m+V (X cl ) which commutes with H L . No such conserved energy is available for zwitters for γ = 0, π/2. (The generator of time translations is H γ which vanishes for all static states.) This observation may serve for establishing experimental bounds on γ. Indeed, a typical ground state for a zwitter has no sharp energy but rather a nonzero width. In turn, eigenstates of the quantum energy H Q are not static since [H Q , H γ ] = 0 (except for harmonic V ). Let us assume from now on that position, momentum and energy for zwitters are measured by the quantum observables X Q , P Q and H Q , such that the only difference to a quantum particle arises through the modified time evolution for γ = 0.
A good candidate for the ground state of a zwitter is a probability distribution which leads to a static coarse grained density matrix ρ Q (x, x ′ ). Among these "coarse grained static states" we consider the one with lowest H Q . For small γ it is approximately given by a pure quantum state ψ (γ) 0 (x). This wave function is dominated by the quantum ground state ψ 0 , but has small admixtures ∼ sin 2 γ of higher energy eigenstates ψ n (H Q ψ n = E n ψ n ). We find a nonzero energy width for the zwitter ground state
where the calculable constant f 1 depends on the potential.
(For a Coulomb potential one has 2 < f 1 < 10.) Also the mean energy of the ground state increases for γ > 0
However, this shift (0.5 ≤ f 2 ≤ 2.5 for a Coulomb potential) is much smaller than the width ∆E. The nonzero width ∆E of the ground state contrasts with the quantum particle. Measurements of ∆E may therefore determine γ or yield bounds. As an example, one may extract ∆E < 0.6·10 −20 eV from the relaxation time of nuclear polarized 3 He [13] , and infer by comparison with the binding energy |γ| 3 · 10 −14 . A particularly interesting situation arises if the first excited quantum state is very close to the quantum ground state such that ∆E and E 1 − E 0 are of comparable order.
Having derived all features of standard quantum mechanics (for γ = 0) from a classical probability distribution in phase space, a few thoughts about conceptual issues may be in order. Since all correlation functions for the quantum observables X Q and P Q follow the quantum rules, there is no doubt that measurements should yield the values predicted by quantum mechanics if we use the same correspondence between the distribution of measurement values and correlation functions. In a sequence of two measurements for observables A and B the appropriate conditional correlation function BA m multiplies first the possible measurement value A α with the probability w α for the states for which the observable A has the value A α . This is then multiplied with the possible measurement value B β and the conditional probability (w β |α) to find a value B β if A α has been found in the first measurement.
One finally sums over all α and β
We have advocated that this correlation function is given by the anticommutator of the associated quantum operatorsÂ,B [2] ,
While two measurements commute, the order matters for a generalization to three measurements [2] . The conditional correlations (23) can violate Bell's inequalities [2] . In contrast, Bell's inequalities would follow if we would replace in eq. (23) the conditional probability (w β |α)w α by the joint probability w βα of finding B β and A α in a given state of the ensemble. Joint probabilities for X Q and P Q are not defined in terms of w orρ w , however. A second conceptual point may become apparent if we express the expectation value of the squared quantum momentum in terms of the probability density
The second contribution is of statistical nature, similar to quantities like the entropy in an equilibrium ensemble. It involves a phase space integral over (∂ z w) 2 /w and is therefore not linear in w, as opposed to the expectation values of classical observables. In a sense, the second part measures the "roughness" of the distribution in position space. Together with a similar contribution in X 2 Q for the roughness in momentum space, this is responsible for Heisenberg's uncertainty relation.
Finally, we emphasize that we have obtained quantum mechanics from the concept of a classical statistical ensemble, but not from a deterministic theory based on trajectories. Indeed, Newtonian trajectories would lead to the Liouville equation and not be compatible with the time evolution (12) . Our basic setting is probabilistic realism. There is one reality, but only a probabilistic description is possible and meaningful. Physics describes conditional probabilities for sequences of events. In the presence of correlations a system cannot be divided into independent subsystems -the whole is more than the sum of its parts. This also holds for non-local correlations between regions that cannot exchange light signals. Non-local correlations are common in statistical physics, a good example being the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background. A causal theory only requires that non-local correlations have been generated by causal events in the past. No paradoxon arises in the Einstein-Rosen-Podolski setting [14] if one limits the discussion to these probabilistic concepts [2] . There is no contradiction to realism and causality if correlations are accepted as genuine part of reality.
